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Berlin & Eastern Germany Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: 1st edition 2016. City map in 1:10.000/regional map
in 1:415.000. Printed on plastic-paper. Footprints demarcate major buildings and the map is covered with
icons showing touristic attractions, hotels, and shopping areas. Rail lines and, of course, the S and U bahn
lines are shown. To me, the strength of this map is the regional map of what used to be the DDR, or East

Germany. After WW2, Germany was divided into military zones that morphed into East and West Germany
over time. Under Russian domination, East Germany was not open to travel for many years, so no travel maps
were prepared. As communism collapsed and Germany was reunited, everyone had more important things to
think about than a map for visitors, and authorities naturally wanted to "blur" the memories of decades of
separation. As a result, there has never been a map of what used to be East Germany. There have been
sectional road maps based on state boundaries, but these mean little to non Germans. This map shows

Germany East to best advantage: walled towns, castles, nature reserves, roads.
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